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Abstract—We propose a novel approach to enhance the band-
width of the high directivity of the resonant cavity antenna (RCA)
by applying two dielectric layers as superstrates. The approach
is based on creating two cavities corresponding to two operating
frequency bands that combine to form a single wide band of oper-
ation. The RCA design is discussed in a methodological manner
to determine the thicknesses of the superstrates, the separation
distance between them, and the separation distance to the ground
plane. We show that the proposed technique is capable of en-
hancing the bandwidth from 9% of the single superstrate RCA to
17.9% of the two superstrate RCA, with only 0.1-dB reduction of
the maximum directivity (17.5 dBi). The presented design method
can be replicated for any RCA with any directivity level and type
of primary feeding. The performance of the analytically designed
antenna is validated by simulation using commercial numerical
electromagnetics software.

Index Terms—Cavity resonators, dielectric slabs, directive an-
tennas, electromagnetic reflection, leaky wave antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE broadside directivity of a simple primary radiator
with a ground plane can be greatly enhanced by placing

a planar partially reflecting surface (PRS) in front [1]. With
multiple reflections of the wave inside the formed 1-D cavity
structure, maximum radiation at broadside direction (normal to
the plane of the PRS and ground) occurs when the PRS reflec-
tivity is maximized and the cavity (ground-to-PRS separation
region) has a thickness that yields to in-phase transmitted wave
portions [1]–[3]. Accordingly, the structure is named a resonant
cavity antenna (RCA).
The resonance condition of the RCA for maximum broadside

radiation has been investigated intensively in literature [4]–[12].
Specifically, in order to obtain an in-phase wave addition at the
broadside direction, the sum of all phases introduced to the wave
after travelling one time back and forth should bemultiple of .
Accordingly, the cavity thickness required for maximum
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broadside radiation at the resonance frequency can be for-
mulated as [4]

(1)

where is the wavelength in the cavity at the resonance fre-
quency , is an integer, and and are the
phases of reflection coefficients due to a uniform plane wave
in the cavity impinging normally into the PRS and the ground,
respectively.
Although the formula in (1) yields to maximum radiation at

broadside direction, it does not exactly represent the resonance
condition for maximum broadside directivity. This is because
the directivity (at any specific angle) is a function of radiation
at all angles, whereas the formula in (1) considers phases at the
broadside direction only. However, this formula demonstrates a
reliable and simple approximation of the RCA resonance con-
dition. Moreover, it provides a useful insight into the radiation
variation with frequency [12].
The traditional RCA consists of a dielectric superstrate with

high permittivity as a PRS, and a perfect electric conductor
(PEC) plane as a ground. The far-field radiation by this antenna
has been reported by using many analytical methods, such as
ray-tracing analysis [3], transmission line analogy [13], leaky-
wave analysis [14], and electromagnetic band-gap analysis [15].
All analytical methods concluded that the superstrate should
be quarter-wavelength thick and placed at half-wavelength dis-
tance from the PEC plane (i.e., cavity is half-wavelength thick).
Moreover, the maximum directivity increases as the permittivity
of the superstrate increases, whereas the bandwidth decreases.
Consequently, the operational bandwidth becomes a very crit-
ical factor at high directivity levels [16]–[18].
Recently, bandwidth enhancement of the RCA has been the

focus of many research groups [19]–[33]. One studied method
is using tapered-size elements of the reflecting sheet to achieve a
tapered-index PRS [19], [20]. This corresponds to spherical-to-
planar wave-front transformation, which enables radiation in
plane-wave form by a larger aperture than the RCA of a uni-
form-index PRS. Hence, both of the directivity and the band-
width are enhanced.
Another well-known method to enhance the bandwidth of the

RCA is to employ a PRS with a reflection phase that increases
(or slowly decreases) with frequency [21]–[29]. Such phase be-
havior restores the resonance condition of maximum broadside
radiation over a wider bandwidth. However, the design of a PRS
with the required phase properties was accomplished by using
simulation to optimize several parameters related to the unit-cell
element of the PRS, such as length andwidth.When two parallel
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reflecting sheets were used then the separation distance between
the sheets was optimized as well.
Studies have also shown that an array of radiators combined

with a cavity structure can enhance the directivity with minimal
effect to the bandwidth [30]–[32]. This technique benefits from
the unused area inside the cavity to achieve an efficient illumi-
nation of the field upon the PRS. The advantage is that the di-
rectivity is enhanced by using both of the array and the cavity,
whereas the bandwidth remains limited by the cavity solely. In
most cases, this technique can be combined with other band-
width enhancement techniques of the single fed RCA.
Lastly, size reduction of the RCA itself has been demon-

strated to extremely enhance the bandwidth [33].
In this paper, two dielectric superstrates are applied to en-

hance the bandwidth of the RCA. The traditional RCA utilizes
one superstrate and contains one cavity bordered by the PEC
plane and the superstrate. Hence, directivity enhancement oc-
curs at a single narrow frequency band that corresponds to the
resonance of that cavity. In this study, we propose a two super-
strate RCA that contains two cavities corresponding to two res-
onances. If the resonances are adequately produced at nearby
frequencies, the frequency bands corresponding to these reso-
nances can combine to create a single band of approximately
twice the bandwidth of the traditional RCA. This approach is
analogous to the directivity enhancement by using multiple su-
perstrates to produce a pair of leaky-waves in the RCA struc-
ture [34].
In comparison with the previous approaches that examine

the similar structure [21]–[25], [27]–[29], the concept presented
in this paper has two main novel aspects. First, we present a
step-by-step and non-iterative method to calculate the structure
variables needed to enhance the bandwidth. On the other hand,
the previous approaches require an iterative study by simulation
to produce an increasing reflection phase with frequency for the
PRS consisting of both superstrates and the separation between
them. Such iterative study is lengthy because many variables
need to be optimized in the process of designing a PRS of the
required phase behavior.
The second novel aspect of the concept presented here is that

it provides a better understanding of the physical insight be-
hind the improvement of bandwidth. In other words, each vari-
able of the structure is comprehensively digested with regard to
its influence into the overall antenna performance. Hence, the
fine-tuning employed the end of the design process ( 5%) is
effectively guided. In fact, we will show that the increasing re-
flection phase with frequency of the PRS is an outcome that is
inherently developed by the end of the design process. The pre-
vious approaches, however, showed successful optimization of
the PRS parameters to develop an increasing reflection phase,
but the physical insight that explains this development has not
yet been sufficiently investigated.
Initially, the antenna design proceeds from the traditional

RCA to the two superstrate RCA in a simple systematic ap-
proach. The maximum directivity and operational bandwidth of
the initially designed RCA are determined by simulation using
the method of moments commercial numerical electromagnetic
software IE3D by Zeland. Then, we investigate some chief pa-
rameters through simulation to demonstrate their effects on the

Fig. 1. General geometry of the two superstrate RCA structure.

antenna functionality and also to fine-tune the performance of
the RCA. Next, we discuss the profile of the antenna, analogy to
other enhanced-bandwidth RCAs, and generality of the design
method. Lastly, a practical design situation is considered to
validate the suitability of the presented approach to enhance the
bandwidth in realistic perspectives.

II. INITIAL DESIGN AND PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE

A general geometry of the two superstrate RCA is shown in
Fig. 1. The structure consists of a PEC plane and two lossless,
planar, homogeneous, and isotropic dielectric superstrate layers
of relative permittivities and , and thicknesses and .
The PEC and superstrates are parallel to each other and sepa-
rated by free space regions (Cavity 1 and Cavity 2). Cavity 1,
bordered by the PEC and Superstrate 1, has a thickness of ,
whereas Cavity 2, bordered by Superstrates 1 and 2, has thick-
ness . A horizontal Hertzian dipole radiator (or feed) is placed
in Cavity 1 at a distance from the PEC. Ideally, the structure
is assumed infinite in the plane.
The purpose of this section is to design all parameters (i.e.,
, , , , , , and ) to achieve high directivity at
two nearby frequency bands, where each band corresponds to
one cavity of the RCA. The bandwidth of operation will be de-
termined based on the directivity values that are less than 3 dB
below the maximum value.
We begin by designing the parameters related to the first

cavity ( , , , and ) to produce the first band with a
maximum directivity of 17.5 dBi. Then, the parameters related
to the second cavity ( , , and ) are designed to produce
the second band with directivity values within a 3 dB range
of 17.5 dBi. The second band will be designed adjacent to the
first band so that the two bands combine together and create a
single wider band.
We employ a mathematical code and a simulation tool in

the design process. Particularly, we apply Chew’s recursive for-
mulas for a uniform plane wave scattering by a 1-D inhomo-
geneous dielectric media [35] to calculate the exact reflection
coefficients observed by the cavity under examination. Based
on these coefficients and the proposed conceptual design proce-
dure, initial values of all antenna parameters are found. After-
wards, the antenna performance of the initial design is examined
by simulation.
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Fig. 2. Simulated broadside directivity versus frequency of the field radiated from the traditional RCA (the first cavity alone).

A. Design of the First Cavity

We design this cavity to obtain a resonance at the design fre-
quency (i.e., ) by following the conventional design
rules of the traditional single superstrate RCA [13]. This im-
plies that the cavity thickness is half a wavelength and the
superstrate thickness is quarter a wavelength. For max-
imal directivity of the primary radiator, the Hertzian dipole is
located very close to the PEC plane [36] at a hundredth-wave-
length distance (i.e., ). Last, a maximum directivity
of 17.5 dBi is achieved by setting the superstrate relative per-
mittivity equal to 10.2.
It should be mentioned that in a realistic antenna, both the di-

rectivity and return loss should be considered for a complete
performance evaluation. For this purpose, the absolute gain,
which is a combination of directivity and return loss, will be
used to evaluate the antenna performance of a practical example
in Section IV-D. However, the focus of the current discussion is
to enhance the bandwidth of high-directivity radiation (i.e., the
pattern bandwidth), and this is why only the directivity is being
considered in the investigation of the radiation performance of
the whole cavity and also in determining the location of the
Hertzian dipole radiator.
Fig. 2 shows the broadside directivity versus frequency of the

radiated field from the first cavity. The maximum broadside di-
rectivity is 17.49 dBi (at ) and the 3-dB bandwidth is 9%
( – ). We will refer to the aforementioned perfor-
mance by the traditional RCA (first cavity alone) to evaluate the
performance of the enhanced-bandwidth two superstrate RCAs
to be designed in the next sections.

B. Physical Concept and Design of the Second Cavity

When a second superstrate is placed in front of the designed
first cavity, a second cavity is formed (see Fig. 1). The wave ra-
diated out of the first cavity encounters that second cavity, which
affects the overall radiation of the RCA as a whole. Accord-
ingly, the first cavity can be considered as the primary feed of
the second cavity.
The first objective is to maintain the high directivity perfor-

mance obtained from the first cavity in the frequency band from

to . In other words, the performance of the first
cavity should not be affected by inserting the second superstrate
in front. Hence, the second superstrate should have low reflec-
tion magnitude in this band. This can be achieved by setting
the second superstrate thickness to be an integer multiple of
half wavelengths [37] at the frequency of maximum directivity
by the first cavity . For lowest superstrate thickness, the
integer is set to unity, and is calculated as

(2)

This step is essential to continue the design, but its outcome
is not necessarily the final (fine-tuned) value. Performing a fine
tuning of after completing the initial design can be beneficial
as to be discussed in Section III.
The second objective is to design the remaining parameters

of the second cavity ( and ) to enhance the directivity at
an adjacent band ( – ). This requires both a suffi-
ciently high reflection magnitude of the second superstrate [1],
and also a cavity thickness properly designed to produce res-
onance in this band.
Fig. 3 shows the reflection magnitude of the second super-

strate for different values of . As increases, the reflec-
tion magnitude increases in the band from to .
We require a reflection magnitude that is sufficient to increase
the directivity level in this band to be within a 3 dB difference
from the maximum directivity ( 14.49 dBi). From Fig. 2, it is
noticed that the directivity of the radiated wave from the first
cavity varies from 11.76–14.49 dBi, which concludes that only
2.73 dB enhancement of the directivity is required by the ef-
fect of the second cavity. Accordingly, a relative permittivity

equal to 10.2 is initially selected. The effect of higher and
lower values of will be discussed in Section III.
Lastly, the cavity thickness is to be designed to enforce

resonance of the second cavity in the band from to
. The entire structure of the first cavity (PEC, Cavity

1, and Superstrate 1) is recognized as the ground of the second
cavity, whereas the second superstrate is recognized as the PRS.
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Fig. 3. Calculated magnitude of reflection coefficient versus frequency for a uniform plane wave impinging normally into the second superstrate with different
values of its relative permittivity . For , reflection magnitude is minimized at the bandwidth of the first cavity (thin shading) but has satisfactory
levels at the bandwidth of the second cavity (wide shading).

Fig. 4. Calculated phase of reflection coefficient versus frequency for a uniform plane wave inside Cavity 2, impinging normally into the ground (the whole first
cavity) and the PRS (second superstrate).

By referring to the reflection phase plots of the ground and the
PRS in Fig. 4, can be calculated by using (1) as

(3)

where the resonance frequency is chosen to be equal to
, and . This value of is initially chosen based

on a careful observation of the band provided by the first cavity.
The purpose is to create a second band that combines with first
band before crossing the 3-dB limit (according to the defini-
tion of bandwidth). This is more likely to occur if the difference
between the first and second resonances does not exceed the
bandwidth provided by the first cavity . Hence,

is selected (where ). However,
it is beneficial to vary slightly to fine-tune the bandwidth,
which will be discussed in Section III.

C. Antenna Performance

The initial design of the second cavity, and the entire two
superstrate RCA, is now complete. The antenna structure and
broadside directivity are shown in Fig. 5. The maximum direc-
tivity is 17.4 dBi (at ) and the 3-dB bandwidth is 17%
( – ). This bandwidth is more than 88% larger
than that of the traditional RCA of a single superstrate (first
cavity alone) shown in Fig. 2. The two-resonance behavior of
the two superstrate RCA can be clearly observed from the di-
rectivity curve, where the upper part corresponds to the reso-
nance of the first cavity and the lower part corresponds to the
resonance of the second cavity. The resonances become more
noticeable as and vary, which will be discussed in the
next section.
Fig. 6 shows the - and -plane radiation patterns of the

designed two superstrate RCA at the edge and center frequen-
cies of its operational band. The beam splitting appearance at
the upper edge frequency is similar to the pattern be-
havior of the traditional RCA [3]. This similarity is expected
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Fig. 5. Simulated broadside directivity versus frequency of the entire field radiated from the designed two superstrate RCA. The obtained 3-dB bandwidth is about
88% larger than that of the traditional RCA in Fig. 2.

Fig. 6. Simulated E-plane (left) and H-plane (right) radiation patterns at the edge and center frequencies of the designed two superstrate RCA in Fig. 5.

because the first cavity of the two superstrate RCA, which cor-
responds to the upper resonance, is designed by following the
conventional design rules of the traditional RCA.

III. TUNING OF THE INITIAL DESIGN

A. Tuning of the Second Superstrate Thickness

The thickness of the second superstrate was the first deter-
mined parameter in the design process of the second cavity as
presented in the preceding section. The initial design of the two
superstrate RCA has an 88% enhanced bandwidth compared to
that of the traditional RCA. Concurrently, the maximum direc-
tivity was minimally reduced (less than 0.1 dB). In this part, we
perform a fine tuning of and discuss its effect on the broad-
side radiation of the RCA. For each value of , the thickness of
Cavity 2 will be calculated by using (1) assuming a second
resonance equal to .
Fig. 7 shows the broadside directivity versus frequency for

a varying from 0.46 to 0.52 of a wavelength. Table I lists
the PRS and ground reflection phases as seen by Cavity 2, the
calculated cavity thickness , and the bandwidth of the de-
signed two superstrate RCA for each value of . It is found
that as increases, the directivity decreases in the lower band
and increases in the upper band. Such behavior agrees with our
presented approach of the two superstrate RCA functionality.
We refer to the curve of reflection magnitude shown in Fig. 3

for a second superstrate with relative permittivity equal to
10.2 and thickness equal to 0.505 of a wavelength. As
increases, the curve in Fig. 3 shifts to lower frequencies, which
decreases the reflection magnitude of the second superstrate at
the lower band (from to ) and, hence, the direc-
tivity at that band. Consistently, the shift of the reflection mag-
nitude curve affects the directivity at the upper band as well.
However, the nature of this effect relates jointly to the change
in reflection magnitude and in the reflection phase of the second
superstrate. Accordingly, it is difficult to predict that the direc-
tivity at the upper band increases as increases, as shown in
Fig. 7, without performing the investigation by simulation.
From Fig. 7 and Table I, it can be seen that the bandwidth of

the two superstrate RCA is better enhanced by the performed
fine tuning of . For example, when is equal to 0.475 of a
wavelength, a bandwidth equal to 19.7% and amaximum broad-
side directivity equal to 16.7 dBi are achieved. This is 119% en-
hanced bandwidth compared to that of the traditional RCA, with
only 0.8 dB reduction of the maximum directivity.

B. Tuning of the Second Resonance Frequency

In the design process presented in the previous section, the
thickness of Cavity 2 was the last determined parameter of
the two superstrate RCA structure by using (1). This parameter
was designed to provide a resonance suitable to enhance the
directivity of the field radiated from the first cavity at the band
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Fig. 7. Simulated broadside directivity versus frequency of the two superstrate RCA as the second superstrate thickness is varied from 0.46 to 0.52 wave-
lengths. The second superstrate resonance is assumed equal to . As increases, the directivity at the lower band decreases and at the upper band
increases.

TABLE I
PRS AND GROUND REFLECTION PHASES (AS SEEN BY CAVITY 2), CALCULATED

, AND BANDWIDTH OF THE DESIGNED TWO SUPERSTRATE RCA OF FIG. 7
FOR A VARIED . ( IS ASSUMED)

adjacent to the lower edge of the band of the first cavity alone
(traditional RCA). Specifically, was calculated based on an
initial assumption of the second resonance to be equal to

. Although this assumption has successfully enhanced the
bandwidth by 88% compared to that provided by the traditional
RCA, it is possible to fine-tune this enhancement by varying the
selection of slightly.
Fig. 8 shows the broadside directivity versus frequency for

a varying from to . Table II lists the PRS
and ground reflection phases as seen by Cavity 2, the calcu-
lated cavity thickness , and the bandwidth of the designed
two superstrate RCA for each value of .It is found that as
decreases and becomes more apart from , the direc-
tivity curve tends to show two distinct bands than one combined
wider band. Such behavior limits the advantage of combining
the bands before the directivity becomes more than 3 dB below
the maximum as appears when . Furthermore, the
maximal bandwidth is achieved at and is equal to
17.9% (99% larger than that of the traditional RCA).
It is also informative to notice that the antenna at the upper

band is minimally affected by the variation of . This agrees
with the presented approach based on creating two independent

resonances of the cavities. That is, any change of resonance in
the second cavity (which only affects ) should not influence
the performance due to the first cavity (upper band) as long as
the second superstrate has low reflection magnitude at that band
(i.e., is unchanged).

C. Effect of the Second Superstrate Permittivity

Fig. 9 shows the broadside directivity versus frequency as the
relative permittivity of the second superstrate varies from
4 to 30. The electrical thickness of the second superstrate is
fixed at 0.505 of a wavelength, whereas the cavity thickness is
calculated by using (1) assuming a second resonance equal
to . Table III lists the PRS and ground reflection phases
as seen by Cavity 2, the calculated cavity thickness , and the
bandwidth of the designed two superstrate RCA for each
selection.
Several antenna aspects can be inferred from the investigation

of :
a) The upper band is minimally influenced by changing .
This is expected by the presented design approach be-
cause the electrical thickness of the second superstrate is
unchanged (0.505 of a wavelength) and, accordingly, it
has a minimum reflection magnitude over the upper band.

b) The directivity values over the lower band increase as
increases, which is also expected by the presented design
method. By referring to the reflection magnitude curves
in Fig. 3, higher corresponds to higher reflection mag-
nitude at the lower band and, hence, higher directivities.

c) A compromise between the required directivity level at
the lower band and the bandwidth should be made. From
Fig. 9, a higher directivity at the lower band is achieved
as increases. However, the lower band becomes more
separated from the upper band, and the desired single
wider band can fail if the directivity at the edge frequency
between the two bands deteriorates below
the 3-dB difference from the maximum directivity ( 17.4
dBi). To resolve this issue, one choice is to increase
so that the lower band moves up and combines with the
upper band. The other choice is to avoid using very high
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Fig. 8. Simulated broadside directivity versus frequency of the two superstrate RCA as the second resonance frequency is varied from to . As
increases, the lower band becomes more combined with the upper band.

TABLE II
PRS AND GROUND REFLECTION PHASES (AS SEEN BY CAVITY
2), CALCULATED , AND BANDWIDTH OF THE DESIGNED TWO

SUPERSTRATE RCA OF FIG. 8 FOR A VARIED

values of so that the second superstrate has a low
reflection magnitude at the edge frequency between the
bands . However, this latter choice leads to
lowered directivity at the lower band and prevents from
achieving a much larger bandwidth if is very low (see

in Fig. 9 and Table III).

IV. DISCUSSION AND GENERALIZATION

A. Antenna Profile

The main drawback of the presented enhanced-bandwidth
two superstrate RCA is its increased profile. For example, the
total z-direction profile of the designed two superstrate antenna
in Fig. 5 is equal to , which is 97% larger than the pro-
file of the traditional single superstrate RCA of Fig. 2 .
Such disadvantage is more likely to be a reasonable tradeoff to
enhance the high-directivity bandwidth of the traditional RCA
by simply placing a second superstrate in front. This can be
much more efficient than using an array of primary radiators
in a single superstrate RCA. More specifically, the presented
technique is capable of enhancing the bandwidth for an existing
traditional RCA with no need to modify its primary feeding or
first superstrate.

B. Increasing Phase With Frequency

In this part, the analogy between the designed two super-
strate RCA and the increasing reflection phase with frequency of
the PRS is investigated. Specifically, we examine the designed
structure to be comprised of a single ground plane (PEC), a
single cavity (Cavity 1), and a single PRS plane (Superstrate
1, Cavity 2, Superstrate 2). The analysis of the structure from
this prospective should be in agreement with the well-known
reflection phase explanation of bandwidth enhancement [21].
That is, the reflection phase of the PRS increases with frequency
to compensate for the naturally decreasing total phase that is
the original reason for the narrow bandwidth of the traditional
RCA. Consequently, the obtained total phase restores the reso-
nant condition for maximum broadside radiation over a wider
bandwidth.
Fig. 10 shows the calculated reflection phase versus fre-

quency for the PRS, consisting of Superstrate 1, second cavity,
and second superstrate, of the designed enhanced-bandwidth
two superstrate RCA (shown in the inset). The phase increases
with frequency indeed. This confirms the compliance between
the two-resonance explanation (this paper) and the increasing
phase explanation (Fig. 10) of the enhanced-bandwidth two
superstrate RCA.
Here, it should be emphasized that the two-resonance expla-

nation is a systematic design method that has no iterative steps.
On the contrary, the increasing phase explanation is an outcome
that is predicted to develop and is not effective as a design tool.
To the best of our knowledge, before this paper, the only ap-
proach in literature to produce the wanted phase behavior was
to perform a lengthy and iterative study of the PRS parameters.

C. Generalized Design Algorithm and Summary

Thus far, we have presented an example of bandwidth en-
hancement of the traditional single superstrate RCA by placing
another superstrate of specific thickness and permittivity, at a
specific separation distance in front of the antenna. The en-
hancement was demonstrated for a 17.5-dBi directivity antenna
with no specific antenna features and, therefore, can be general-
ized as a proper method to enhance the bandwidth of the RCA
of any directivity level. Furthermore, the presented approach is
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Fig. 9. Simulated broadside directivity versus frequency of the two superstrate RCA as the relative permittivity of the second superstrate is varied from 4 to
30. The second superstrate resonance is assumed equal to . As increases, the directivity at the lower band increases, but the directivity at the edge
between the bands decreases.

TABLE III
PRS AND GROUND REFLECTION PHASES (AS SEEN BY CAVITY 2), CALCULATED

, AND BANDWIDTH OF THE DESIGNED TWO SUPERSTRATE RCA OF FIG. 9
FOR A VARIED . ( IS ASSUMED)

independent of the primary radiator in the first cavity. In fact,
the physical principle for enhancement is based on the creation
of a second resonance by designing a second cavity in front of
a pre-designed first cavity. Consequently, the approach can also
be applied to enhance the bandwidth of the RCA with any pri-
mary feeding (inside Cavity 1). In what follows, we summarize
the design steps.
The design of an enhanced-bandwidth two superstrate RCA

proceeds from a traditional single superstrate RCA by placing
a dielectric layer (second superstrate) in front. The objective is
to properly design all parameters associated with the addition of
the second superstrate, including its thickness , permittivity

, and separation from the first superstrate . We con-
clude from the investigations reported in the previous sections
that designing a two superstrate RCA, with more than 50% en-
hanced bandwidth compared to that of the traditional RCA and
less than 1-dB reduction of maximum directivity, can be accom-
plished in four non-iterative steps.
First, the permittivity of the second superstrate is assumed

equal to that of the first superstrate (i.e., ). The va-
lidity of this assumption comes from the fact that the reflection
magnitude from the second superstrate is higher for higher ,
which is required in more directive traditional RCAs employing
higher .
Second, the thickness of the second superstrate is

set equal to an integer multiple of half a wavelength at the

Fig. 10. Calculated phase of reflection coefficient versus frequency
for a uniform plane wave inside Cavity 1, impinging normally into the PRS con-
sisting of Superstrate 1, second superstrate, and the separation region between
them. Notice that the phase increases with frequency over about 9% band, which
compensates for the naturally decreasing total phase that is the original reason
for the narrow bandwidth of the traditional RCA.

frequency of maximum directivity provided by the first cavity
alone. This setting insures a low reflection magnitude of the
second superstrate at the high directivity band of the first cavity,
which maintains this band for the whole RCA.
Third, the separation between the superstrates is to be

calculated by using (1) to produce resonance in the second
cavity at a frequency not much lower than that of the first
cavity . In particular, it is conceptually appropriate to set
lower than by the bandwidth of the first cavity alone. Con-
sequently, the second cavity would develop a high directivity
band (lower band) adjacent to that provided by the first cavity
(upper band). The initial design of the enhanced-bandwidth
RCA is now complete.
Last, the performance of the antenna can be fine-tuned

through slight adjustments of and . More specifically, it is
sufficient to vary these parameters only by 5% of their initial
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Fig. 11. Simulated broadside absolute gain versus frequency of the traditional RCA (top left) and the fine-tuned enhanced-bandwidth RCA (top right) based on
a design frequency GHz. A practical situation is considered: the primary radiator is a Ku-band waveguide aperture, the ground is aluminum plate, the
superstrates are lossy, the background is air, and the ground and superstrates are squares of finite sizes. All dimensions on structures are in millimeter.

values that were calculated in the second and third steps above.
Moreover, it would be more efficient to vary these parameters
with suitable background knowledge of their effects on the
performance of the antenna as discussed in Section III.

D. Practical Example

In this part, we apply the presented bandwidth enhancement
technique into a realizable RCA structure. That is, the primary
radiator is a standard Ku-band waveguide (WR-62) aperture (in-
stead of a Hertzian dipole), the ground plane is a finite-size alu-
minum plate (instead of an infinite PEC plane), the superstrates
are finite-size lossy dielectric slabs (instead of infinite lossless
slabs), and the background space is air (instead of free space).
The purpose of this study is to verify that the presented band-
width enhancement technique is valid for practical situations.
CSTMicrowave Studio 2011 is used to examine the performance
of the designed RCAs.
With a design frequency equal to 14 GHz

mm , the traditional RCA is initially constructed as il-
lustrated in the inset of Fig. 11 (top left). The absolute gain at
broadside shows a maximum gain of 16.84 dBi at 14.5 GHz,
and a 3-dB bandwidth of 9.3%.
Based on the performance of the traditional RCA and by

following the bandwidth enhancement technique presented in
Section II, a second superstrate of 3.24 mm thickness (half-
wavelength at 14.5 GHz) is placed at 9.13 mm distance above
the first superstrate [ GHz is applied in (1)]. The ab-
solute gain of the resulted structure (not shown here) exhibits
only a 21.5% enhancement of bandwidth compared to that of
the traditional RCA, with 0.2 dB increase of the maximum gain
value.
As the last step, the second superstrate thickness and its sep-

aration from the first superstrate are fine-tuned within 5% of

their initial calculated values (3.24 and 9.13 mm, respectively).
Fig. 11 shows the fine-tuned structure (top right) and its abso-
lute gain at broadside. The maximum gain is 16.98 dBi at 14.75
GHz, and the 3-dB bandwidth is 19.3%. This bandwidth is 107%
enhanced compared to that of the traditional RCA and, yet, the
maximum gain is slightly increased (by 0.14 dB). Although the
frequency of maximum gain is shifted from 14.5 to 14.75 GHz,
probably due to some complications related to the finite size of
the structure, the enhanced bandwidth outcome verifies the suit-
ability of the technique presented in this paper when applied to
practical RCA structures.

V. CONCLUSION

A novel technique to enhance the bandwidth of the RCA by
using two dielectric superstrates was presented. The technique
is based on creating two adjacent high directivity bands corre-
sponding to the two cavities of the antenna. In a representative
example, the design of the two superstrate RCA has advanced
from a traditional RCA with a single superstrate by placing
a second superstrate in front, where the parameters related to
this addition were determined in a methodical and non-iterative
manner. The bandwidth was approximately doubled whereas
the maximum directivity was insignificantly affected. In gen-
eral, the presented technique can be applied to enhance the band-
width of any traditional RCA regardless its maximum direc-
tivity and type of primary feeding.
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